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FoosBuzz

Project outline: Record scores from a Foosball game being played between 2 players, live tweet that
score. A winner is declared if any one participant scores 5 goals first. A reset button is used to start a 
new game, with new participants. Sign capability and predictive analytics for game outcome.

Essentials

Hardware
Foosball table
Wood: To carve out funnels for re-directing the ball, and to create a mount for the sensors 
2 Zitrades Infrared IR Sensor Smart Car for Arduino : One on each goal post. The sensor recognizes 
the ball, concludes that it's a goal and sends the team number to Pi.
1 Push Button Game Switch(optional) : For resetting and to start a new scorecard with new players.
1 Raspberry Pi B+ 512MB: Both sensors connect to this Pi and send signals when a player scores a 
goal. The reset button is also connected to the Pi. 
Female to Female cables for connection

Software
Bluemix IoT Node RED app that connects to the Raspberry Pi
Bluemix NodeJS run time, Web front end using HTML, and CloudantNoSQL DB.
Twitter API keys and tokens for developers
G+, LinkedIn and Facebook API keys for Single Sign On



Sequence of steps followed:

1. Set up the Table 
(i) Fix an infrared sensor near each goal post at the bottom of the table
(ii) Funnel / Wedge each goal post to direct the Foos ball to fall in the range of the infrared 
sensor
(iii) Fix a Raspberry Pi under the table and connect both sensors to the Pi
(iv) Connect the Pi to laptop(Wifi Dongle/Ethernet)
(v) Reset button is added.

2. Use NodeRED to receives player number in JSON format, from the table senors, based on 
who scores the goal. Signals from the RESET button are also received by the Pi. 

3. Server - NodeJS Runtime
4. Front End – HTML
5. Database – Cloudant 

NOTE: In order to retain accuracy, use foosball directly for testing, and buy a sensor accordingly, as 
opposed to testing with other balls. 

Workflow

State Diagram
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Breakdown

1. Set up the Table
 

(i) Fix an infrared sensor near each goal post at the bottom of the table

(ii) Funnel/Wedge each goal post to direct the Foos ball to pass through the infrared sensor.     
This is done at the bottom of the table and is fixed on both sides of the table. 

 

(iii) Fix a Raspberry Pi under the table and connect both sensors to the Pi

 Goal Post – The area through which the    
ball falls after being struck

 Trajectory of the ball. It passes the 
sensor at the arrows, no matter 
which path it takes. It has been 
wedged to forcefully enter the 
range of the sensor.

SensorWedgeWired to 
the Pi



(iv) Pi sends data to the App, via WiFi dongle is used for this purpose.

For everytime that Raspberry Pi senses a trip from the sensor, it sends the Player's team(1/2) to 
the IoT Foundation NodeRED app, in a JSON format, over WiFi. 0 is sent in case of a Reset. 
Python code for the Pi is downloaded from DevOps project, configured for IOT Foundation 
org, and tested.

Raspberry Pi, encased. 
Fixed under the table

 Reset Button 

Sensor 1 – 
On the 
table's left

Sensor 2 – 
On the 
table's right

WiFi Dongle attached to 
the Pi



(v) Reset button is added

Button clicker pushes the 
switch on the button

Switch on the 
button

Button clicker



2. NodeRED receives the player number in JSON format, as and when the Pi sends it. 

This snap shot of the NodeRED screen indicates the workflow of data transfer from the Foosball 
table to the app. 

Nodes:
• Reset0, goal1 and goal2 : Simulators to activate sensors when one is away from the actual 

Foosball table, which send value 0, 1 and 2 respectively.
• create json: A function that simulates msg.payload by setting input from a sensor, possibly 

being 0, 1 or 2.
• msg: Sends the complete message object to debug tab, for display purposes. 
• httprequest: Sends JSON object(from simulator or actual sensor) using GET method to the 

app's URL: http://austinfoosballcloudant.mybluemix.net/storeGoals and receives a parsed 
JSON object as response. 

• httpresponse: Sends the previously received response to debug tab, for viewing. 
• IBM IoT App In:  Connected to the actual Pi in the table. It authenticates the system as a 

Bluemix service. Takes in a device event, uses DeviceID, and data in the form of JSON.
• device data: Incoming data from the device is sent to the debug tab for display. 
• goal2color: Sets color string to equal to yellow or black based on the team that scored(1 or 2).
• create goal tweet: Prepare message for tweeting based on the color of the team and set it as 

msg.payload. 
• Tweet: Sends this prepared message to twitter feed(@FoosBuzz)
• msg.payload: Sends this message on to the debug tab for display. 

http://austinfoosballcloudant.mybluemix.net/storeGoals


3. Node JS Rutime

 Start by creating an app that has NodeJS runtime and CloudantNoSQL DB service. 

app.js is the server side code that does the following:
• Receiving score input from the table, via NodeRED

We receive either a 1 or a 2 depending on which side scored
• Calls index.html page for front end 

For live score
For leaderboard and league info

• Stores gameObject, and playerObject data into Cloudant database
Stores location,
Both user Ids
Goals for both sides
Timestamp

• Creating REST APIs to interface with Table and front end
To receive goals
To allow for Cloudant lookup
To get probability analysis
Reset function to end current game and start a new one
To end current game

   Code Snippets:





4. Web Front End

This was entirely re-built from scratch. HTML, JS and CSS are used instead of EJS. Stored in the 
public folder of the project and contains the following:

• index.html: The main html page that goes up on the browser when the URL 
http://austinfoosballcloudant.mybluemix.net/storeGoals is loaded on the browser. 
Functionality:
Single Sign On – LinkedIn, G+ log in.
Live Score
Scoreboard of League Players
Auto reset to 0, when any 1 player wins.

• css folder: Contains instructions for styling of all of front end. 
main.css
timeline.css
bootstrap.css, bootstrap-min.css, bootstrap-social.css, bootstrap-responsive.css

• js folder: Modifies data to show functionality.
bootstrap.min.js
scoreboard.js
script.js, stickUp.min.js, dataTables.bootstrap.js

Front end on opening the app on desktop. This screen has been adapted to scale itself on mobile 
platforms in both landscape and portrait orientation. 

http://austinfoosballcloudant.mybluemix.net/storeGoals


Code Snippet:



5. CloudantNoSQL DB

The CloudantNoSQL database is part of the boiler plate with NodeJS. Storing data in JSON 
format, views are created to retrieve data from it. GameObjects are stored and referenced in the 
future. 

  Code Snippets:


